Natural populations of two semispecies of house mouse, Mus musculus domesticus and M.m. musculus, were found to be polymorphic for an aberrant chromosome 1 bearing a large inserted block of homogeneously staining heterochromatin. Strong meiotic drive for the aberrant chromosome from Mm. musculus was previously observed in heterozygous female mice. There are at least three meiotic drive levels determined by different allelic variants of distorter. Homozygotes had low viability and females showed low fertility. Both homo-and heterozygous males had normal fertility and their segregation patterns did not deviate from normal. Computer simulations were performed of the dynamics of aberrant chromosome 1 in demes and populations. The data demonstrate that a spontaneous mutation (inversion) of an aberrant chromosome 1, once arisen, has a high probability of spreading in a population at high coefficients of meiotic drive and migration. In the long-term, the population attains a stationary state which is determined by the drive level and migration intensity. The state of stable genotypic equilibrium is independent of deme and population size, as well as of the initial concentration of the aberrant chromosome. As populations initially polymorphic for the distorters approach the stationary state, the stronger distorter is eliminated. The frequencies of the aberrant chromosome determined by computer analysis agree well with those obtained for the studied Asian M.m. musculus populations. The evolutionary pathways for the origin and fixation of the aberrant chromosome in natural populations are considered.
Introduction
Bearers of chromosome 1 with insertions have been found in natural populations of the European semispecies of Mus musculus domesticus (Traut et al., 1984) and the Asian M.m. musculus (Agulnik et al., 1988; Yakimenko & Korobitsyna, 1988; Winking et al., 1991a) . The extra segment attains 30 per cent of the length of normal chromosome 1. The region containing it stains homogeneously with the C-method. A single insertion has been observed in M.m. domesticus while an inversion separating the segment into two closely adjacent blocks has been described in M.m. musculus (Agulnik et al., 1990b; Winking et al., 1991b) . Potent meiotic drive favouring chromosome 1 has been reported in M.m. musculus heterozygotes for the inserts on this chromosome (Agulnik et al., 1990a) .
The transmission level of the insertion-carrying level appears to be related to the presence of a particular distorter variant located in chromosome 1 and acting in the trans-position .
The viability of homozygotes is reduced to 55 per cent, and the fertility of homozygous females is as low as about 10 per cent. The fertility of hetero-and homozygous males is quite high. Thus, the system has a set of features similar to others previous described for meiotic drive (Crow, 1988; Silver, 1985; Brittnacher & Ganetzky, 1989) .
Based on the available genetic data, we carried out a computer analysis of the population dynamics of chromosome 1 with the insertions. The results obtained allowed us to compare the genotype frequencies derived from the model with those actually observed in nature. The validity of an approach of this kind has been demonstrated by Lewontin & Dunn (Lewontin & Dunn, 1960; Lewontin, 1962) who have studied the genotype dynamics of mouse T-haplotypes undergoing meiotic drive. The aim of this study was to determine the range of estimates for parameters contributing to the spreading and maintenance of aberrant chromosome 1 in demes and populations.
Materials and methods
The Monte Carlo procedure was used to analyse a stochastic model of the population dynamics of chromosome 1 with the insertions. Evenly distributed random numbers were generated by the computer. These numbers lay between zero and one, with any value of V1 being equally probable within this interval (Dyakonov, 1987) . The Monte Carlo method was applied to analyse simulation of random chromosome segregation, selection of parents of the next generation, selection of parental pairs, death of homozygotes, male migration, polymorphism of distorters and other processes.
The following experimental data were used to construct the computer model: three levels of the preferential transmission of the aberrant chromosome 1 by heterozygous females; high (85 per cent), intermediate (64 per cent), and low (50 per cent); death of homozygotes (45 per cent); fertility of homozygous females (10 per cent). We considered models of (a) an isolated deme, and (b) a population consisting of 100 demes, with males migrating from deme to deme (Fig. 1) .
Variants of large' (10 dci x 10 99) and 'small' (3 d d X 6 99) demes were examined in the first situation of an isolated deme. At the start, a deme appears with a single heterozygous male, the genotype of all the other individuals is assumed to be normal. The choice of the parental pairs follows. The number of females with which a male can randomly mate varies from 0 to n, where n =6 or 10. The pool of zygotes is then formed. Genetic segregation rules and fertility of homozygotes are also taken into account. The number of offspring a female can produce is six. This is followed by choice of mice involved in the production of the subsequent generation (3 dc5 + 6 99 or 10 dd -f-10 99) from the pool, thereafter the cycle is repeated. The number of generations thus passed is 300, the number of runs is 100 for a population and 1,000 for a deme (Fig. la) . Simulation is performed under the assumption that the generations do not overlap.
The parameters used to construct the second model were as follows. The population consisted of 100 (3 dd x 6 99) demes randomly distributed over the display. At the start, in a randomly taken deme, there is Fig. 1 A scheme for the simulation of the population dynamics of aberrant chromosome 1 in (a) a single isolated deme, 300 generations, 1,000 repeated experiments; (b) a population consisting of 100 demes, 300 generations, 100 repeats; (c) a single deme, one generation.
a single heterozygote for the aberrant chromosome 1, a male, other mice have the normal genotype. Parental pairs are chosen for each deme. The offspring pooi is formed by the procedure described in Fig. 1(c) . The next step is to choose six males and six females from the offspring pool; one or three males migrate to the nearest deme (the respective migration coefficients are k=0.08 and k=0.25). These migrants can be chosen as parents of the next generation. The selection of local males in preference to migrant males is set (1:0.8).
Three males are randomly taken for reproduction at the last step. Each deme is subjected to the procedure, the cycle is repeated for the next generation. The number of generations thus passed is 300, and the number of runs is 100 (Fig. ib) . We finally analysed population dynamics at different levels of the meiotic drive. We simulated three variants of populations Wild mice were captured in localities distributed over the eastern part of the country. Standard methods were used for karyotype analysis (Dyban & Baranov, 1978) .
Results
Population dynamics of aberrant chromosome 1 in a single deme Natural populations of mice exist as small family groups known as demes (Lewontin & Dunn, 1960) . The size of the demes, the time of their existence and the intensity of contacts of a deme with others vary greatly depending upon their conditions. Nevertheless, they are often treated as stable components of natural mouse populations. Thus, it is reasonable to first simulate the dynamics of genetic processes in a single deme and then those that occur at the population level.
We analysed the frequency dynamics of aberrant chromosome 1 in demes composed of 3 dd and 6 99, the highest offspring number in each generation is 36 ('small' demes) and 10 dd and 10 99, the highest number is 60 ('large' demes). These deme sizes conform with the ones observed in nature (Petras, 1967) . Figure 2 presents the elimination rate of the aberrant chromosome from the 'large' and 'small' demes at different meiotic drive levels for 300 generations.
There is a consistent sharp decrease in the number of demes retaining at least one aberrant chromosome 1 for the first 10-15 generations. It is obvious that elimination is much stronger in the 'large' (Fig. 2b,d ) rather than in the 'small' (Fig. 2a,c) demes; the reason being the different initial concentration of the aberrant chromosome in the demes (1:40 in the 'large' and 1:18 in the 'small' demes). The results were expected and may appear trivial. They are important, however, to further our line of reasoning and to give a straightforward answer to the question 'does a spontaneous mutation, once arisen, have a good chance of spreading in a small deme?'. The meiotic drive level becomes more important than deme size in subsequent generations; thus, after 10-15 generations, at a drive coefficient m = 0.85, elimination ceases almost completely. In demes with a low meiotic drive (m = 0.64), the aberrant chromosome is eliminated at a high rate so that it is completely lost by generation 100. Two phases can be distinguished in the process: during the first (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) generations) the frequency of the aberrant chromosome continues to increase (Fig. 3) , and its elimination level is a maximum (Fig. 2) , and during the second the frequency of the aberrant chromosome becomes stable and elimination smoothly declines in demes with the persistent aberrant chromosome. The dynamics of the average frequencies of the aberrant chromosome for the 'large' demes are similar to those described for the 'small' demes. Computer data demonstrate that after generation 10-15 an equilibrium of genotype frequencies can be established in demes with m =0.85 and that it is stably maintained thereafter (Fig. 3a) . The genetic parameters of the demes were calculated for generations 20-70 because in the subsequent demes, with a meiotic drive level of 0.64, the aberrant chromosome was almost entirely lost and therefore comparative analysis of the average frequencies was performed in that interval (Table 1 ). The calculations given in Table 1 show that the 'large' and 'small' demes with the same level of meiotic drive differ only slightly, if at all, in average genotype frequencies. However, aberrant chromosome concentration and hetero-, homozyote frequencies in the demes are significantly higher at a meiotic drive coefficient of 0.85 than 0.64.
It should be stipulated that the frequencies of the aberrant chromosomes in some simulations were quite close both in demes with m=0.85 and those with m = 0.64 (Table 2) , the average values for each simulation differed little from the total average value ( Table  1) . Each of five randomly taken demes with m = 0.85, which had retained the aberrant chromosome for at least 70 generations, attained a stable stationary state from about generation 10. The deviation from average of the aberrant chromosome was slight for such demes. In this analysis of the dynamics of genotype frequencies in isolated demes, it appeared expedient to proceed with examination of the parameters in large simulated populations consisting of a greater number of demes interconnected through migration. We then present the results of simulation in populations consisting of 100 'small' demes with the use of the above procedure.
We then analysed the spreading probability of the aberrant chromosome in a population in which there is initially g single heterozygous bearer of the aberrant chromosome. As the data of Table 3 show, at a low migration coefficient (k= 0.08), the aberrant chromosome spreads less rapidly in the population and the number of populations where the chromosomes did not eliminate is smaller. Thus, we will examine in detail the dynamics of genetic processes with a high migration coefficient (k=0.25). Figure 4 shows how the dynamics of the elimination of the aberrant chromosome changes with each of the six possible combinations of distorter determining the strength of meiotic drive. At first, for 10-15 generations, the aberrant chromosome is eliminated from the population as in the demes. This fulfils expectation because during this time interval the aberrant chromosome is fixed in the population ( (76 and 85 demes, respectively) ( Table 3 ).
The dynamics of the average frequencies of the aberrant chromosome are shown in Fig. 5 . The increase in the average frequencies drastically increases in population 0.85/0.85, which reaches a stationary state by generation 140. The equilibrium frequency of the aberrant chromosome is 0.44 in this population (Table 4 ). Populations 0.85/0.64 and 0.64/ 0.64 reach about the same frequency (0.12-0.14) by generation 300, although their dynamics are very different. A sharp rise, stabilization, followed by a small decrease in the frequency of the aberrant chromosome by generation 150 are features of populations 0.85/ 0.64 that are polymorphic for the distorter. The frequency increases smoothly and slowly to generation 300 in population 0.64/0.64 (Fig. 5b,c) . The genotypic composition of the simulated populations for 250-300 generations is given in Table 4 .
Dynamics of distorters in a polymorphic population A survey of the dynamics of spreading of the aberrant chromosome in simulated populations inevitably suggests the existence of selection against the stronger distorter. Indeed, the higher the level of meiotic transmission of the aberrant chromosome from heterozygous females to offspring, i.e. the stronger the distorter, the greater is the elimination rate of the normal homologue with the distorter. Therefore, in a population with the same initial concentration of dis- torters of different strengths, the concentration of the weaker distorter would presumably increase and that of the stronger would decrease. This is plausible because genetic drift is known to be intense in small demes. The average simulations support this suggestion well (Fig. 6 ). In population 0.8 5/0.64, the concentration of the 0.85 distorter falls and the distorter is almost entirely eliminated by generation 300 (Fig. 6b) . The curve depicting the disappearance of a strong distorter is also consistently observed for polymorphic population 0.85/0.5. Contrary to expectation, the concentration of distorter 0.85 increases during the first 30-40 generations (Fig. 6a) . Note that only the populations retaining the chromosome for 300 generations are depicted. The aberrant chromosome persists to the end of the simulation procedure only in 10 of the 100 initial populations, and only by chance (genetic drift) is the frequency of the strong distorter increased. Subse 
Discussion
Recently, bearers of chromosome 1 with insertions have been encountered, first in M. m. domesticus and subsequently in M.m. musculus populations (Traut et at., 1984; Agulnik et at., 1988) . Molecular and genetic analyses demonstrate a high degree of homology of the highly repetitive DNA sequences, and this suggests their common origin (Boldyreff et al., 1988; Weith et at., 1987) . The two Mus semispecies differ in a large inversion present in M.m. musculus (Agulnik et a!., 1990b; Winking etal., 1991) . Analysis of natural populations of M.m. musculus disclosed the occurrence of the aberrant chromosome in various localities of the Asian part of the country. A number of individuals, hetero-and homozygous for this chromosome, was found in Novosibirsk and Yakutsk, two Siberian cities remote from each other. Note that Novosibirsk and Yakutsk have had an influx of settlers migrating from the west and, consequently of mice, over the last 50-100 years. However, the aberrant chromosome 1 was not observed in many other populations (Table 5) fate of the aberrant chromosome is much dependent on these features, which, when counteracting, give an impetus to the formation of a balanced polymorphism. The present computer simulation of the spreading of the aberrant chromosome in the demes and populations has yielded results that allow us to identify two factors mainly affecting the process. The first is the value of the meiotic drive and the second is that of the rate of migration. At high values, the aberrant chromosome spreads widely in the populations. The effect of deme size on the spread of the aberrant chromosome in the population is restricted to the first 10-15 generations. The large the deme, the more probable the loss of the aberrant chromosome from the initial deme and, consequently, the less probable its spread in the population.
Comparisons of the time course of elimination of the aberrant chromosome from a 'small' deme and a population composed of such demes show a high probability of its retention presumably because of immigration. In fact, the aberrant chromosome was dramatically eliminated from the 'small' demes at a drive level of 0.85 up to generation 300 so that only 8 per cent of the demes retained the chromosome (Fig. 2b) . In the corresponding population, a stable state is formed as early as 5-10 generations after the simulation was stable, and approximately 50 per cent of the populations retain the aberrant chromosome (Fig. 4a) . This is brought out more clearly in comparisons of 'small' demes with a drive level of 0.64 ( Fig. 2c ) with populations composed of these demes (Fig. 4c) . In such demes, the aberrant chromosome is completely eliminated by generation 120, whereas it is stably retained in 22 per cent of the corresponding population.
Another result of the simulation is that the equilibrium frequencies for the 'small' demes, with m = 0.85, and the population composed of such demes are close, being about 0.45 (Tables la,b and 4a). After reaching stable genotype frequencies, a stationary regime is established both in the demes and populations (Figs 3a and 5a). This stability is attained in the populations (Fig. 5c) and not in the demes (Fig. 3b) when the drive level is 0.64. Our salient finding is the formation of stable equilibrium points for genotype frequencies in the simulated populations. These points correspond to different distorters. The frequency of the aberrant chromosome at this point is 0.44 (see above) for a population monomorphic for distorter 0.85 (Table 4a , Fig. 5a ). Another equilibrium point is formed for the initially mono-morphic populations with a distorter of 0.64, yet another for the initially polymorphic 0.85/0.64. Thus, the initial state of a population is highly relevant to the frequency of the aberrant chromosome and it is irrelevant to the final state (Fig. 5b,c) because, as demonstrated above, the populations polymorphic for the stronger distorter eventually lose it and become monomorphic. Furthermore, the initial concentration of the aberrant chromosome in the population also has no effect on the final state of the genotypic equilibrium points. In populations (m=0.64), in which the initial concentration of the aberrant chromosome was 50 per cent, equilibrium was attained at a frequency of 0.14 by generation 20-30. The aberrant chromosome will certainly be lost from every polymorphic population with a distorter of 0.5, and all such populations therefore attain the state of genotypic equilibrium. Thus, we obtained an affirmative answer to the question of whether an aberrant chromosome, once it has arisen under the above conditions, can spread throughout the range occupied by Mus musculus.
The simulation results also suggest that, for a relatively short time, e.g. hundreds of generations, the aberrant chromosome, once arisen with the described features, has a high probability of spreading over a vast territory. Thus, it may be assumed that chromosome rearrangement arose quite recently. The mosaic pattern of distribution and the frequencies of the aberrant chromosome in natural populations are also not at variance with this assumption. Other hypothetical explanations for the origin and spread of the aberrant chromosome are not ruled out. It is encouraging that in some of the natural populations there are demes with genotype frequencies and aberrant chromosome concentrations that are not different from those derived from the model (Table 5 ). This argues in favour of the validity of the premise on which the computer model is based and also allows us to make some predictions concerning how the aberrant chromosome continues to spread in the populations of M.m. musculus.
